
FAMOUS ANXIETY DISORDER

Lady Gaga, Ariana Grande, and Kim Kardashian West are just a few famous people who live with and have spoken out
about their anxiety.

At the concert, Streisand forgot the lyrics to the song she was singing, and she developed an intense fear of
performing in public again and having the same thing happen. Clarity about who was around me, what I was
doing. This is me. I had pretty bad health anxiety that came from the OCD and thought I had a tumor in my
brain. There are a number of theories about the extent of van Gogh's mental health disorders, and most expert
agree that the famous artist suffered from a combination of a number of physical and psychiatric diseases.
However, anxiety can become a problem when this response occurs unnecessarily - either because the danger
is not that severe, or there isn't actually any danger at all. Many of us have felt anxiety and dealt with its
symptoms to some degree. Just the stigma of using a tool? Flying, in particular, has also been a huge trigger.
As a solo performer, I felt much more exposed, and the psychological stress of performing had just gotten to
be too much for me to handleâ€”at that moment, at least. When presented with stress or danger, the body
pumps adrenalin through to body - allowing it to cope with the situation at hand. On her book tour, the support
from fans took an emotional toll on her. Because he constantly travels, Mandel keeps a black light and a
magnifying glass with him in order to inspect all of his hotel rooms for bedbugs and germs that could be
around the room or on the bed. Some people may suffer from more than one type of anxiety disorder - for
example, people with a specific phobia might experience panic as a result. He will also only travel on a private
plane because he fears the germs on commercial flights. It has been reported that his treatment included the
controversial hour therapy treatment administered by now unlicensed clinical psychologist Eugene Landy. To
ease her phobia, Goldberg went for the third option: She took a course by Virgin Atlantic that helps people
work through their issues with flying, CNN reports. Kim Basinger Kim Basinger's struggle with anxiety
disorders began when she was a child. She also shows people what it's like to live with an anxiety disorder
through her character Hannah Horvath on Girls, who, like Dunham, has OCD. Rather than hiding away,
sugar-coating it, I knew I had to put it all out there. But what are the symptoms of anxiety and how can you
best support someone who is struggling? During the highest points of his fame, Wilson self-medicated his
conditions with illegal drugs. Mindfulness can be an important tool in fighting anxiety: In fact, it's been
suggested that regular meditation can make us more compassionate and resistant to stress. There were a couple
of months straight where I felt so upside down. This type of fear is a phobia, one specific type of anxiety
disorder, often also called aerophobia. Acting forces me to sort of be like a Zen master: What is happening
right in this moment? And I remember closing my eyes in between each page because looking at the page and
the words at the same time was too much stimulation for my brain. Abraham Lincoln Abraham Lincoln is
famously depicted as somber and serious in photographs and descriptions of him throughout history books and
historical accounts.


